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Warming Up the Winter
Nothing beats a cup of hot chocolate on a
cool day. If you and your family are doing
any traveling this holiday season, take a
break and warm up at one of the nation’s
top chocolate shops for a cup of warm
goodness. Below are some of the most
famous cups of hot chocolate, organized
by region:

WEST

Chocolopolis; Seattle, WA
Signature hot chocolate drinks at
Chocolopolis come in dark, darker, and
milk. You also have the choice of infused
versions and premium selections from
around the world.
Compartes Chocolatier; Los Angeles, CA
Stars like Frank Sinatra and Marilyn
Monroe adored this famous Brentwood
shop. Taste chocolate artfully blended
with Tahitian vanilla bean and cinnamon.
Kakawa House; Santa Fe, NM
Kakawa was inspired by history to
form their chocolate menu, including a
European blend after Thomas Jefferson’s
recipe.
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The Country’s Hottest Blends of Cocoa and Hot Chocolate

MIDWEST

XOCO; Chicago, IL
Xoco (pronounced “sho-ko”) from an
Aztec word meaning “sister,” pours
Mexican chocolate from roasted cocoa
beans together with chiles. Inspired by
chocolate factory in Mexico, Xoco serves
this variety with a churro.
Christopher Elbow Chocolates; Kansas
City, MO
Try something unexpected. This
chocolate is a fusion of classic
Venezuelan chocolate and exotic natural
flavors such as coconut curry and
Chinese five-spice.

Cocoa Tree serves 12 different varieties,
like s’mores, which is topped with graham
crackers, or white chocolate swirled with
sprinkles.
R. Charlton’s Coffeehouse; Colonial
Williamsburg, VA
Included with the price of your admission
at the history museum is a cup of hot
chocolate served in the traditional way:
spicy and unsweetened.

EAST
SOUTH
Halcyon; Austin, TX
There is something for everyone here.
Halcyon serves both Mexican and French
hot chocolate, and flavors like white
peppermint and even peanut butter.
Adults looking for an extra kick can order
a cup spiked with spirits.
The Cocoa Tree; Nashville, TN
Kids love creative new takes on a classic
cocoa. With something for everyone, The

Roni-Sue Chocolates; New York City, NY
Arguably the best hot chocolate in all
of New York City, Roni-Sue Chocolates
serves a thick, rich, and melty cup of
chocolate whisked with steamed milk.
ACKC; Washington, DC
ACKC serves creative chocolate blends
named after divas like Liz Taylor and
Lucille Ball.
Pambiche; Portland, ME
This Cuban restaurant serves their
popular sweet cocoa with whipped
cream, cinnamon, and mint.
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It’s been a couple months since my
last newsletter went out. For those of
you receiving this for the first time,
“Welcome to the Family!” For those
of you who have been with me for a
while, you have probably noticed my
newsletter has a new look. (At least I
hope you noticed.)
While the feedback you have given has
always been positive, I wanted to see
if I could provide you with content that
was both engaging and useful. I hope
you will find that to be the case!
On a different note, the holidays are
here! My wife (Aimee) and I are starting
this holiday season off in a pretty cool
way! As some of you know, Aimee and
I were married in July of 2014, but
we never went on a honeymoon. The
reason being we were saving to go on
a “once in a lifetime” trip. While you
are eating your turkey, Aimee and I will
be arriving in Antarctica! (Told you it
was cool!)
Out of necessity, I am writing this in
advance of the trip, but check back
next month for details. Until then ...
Happy Holidays!

-Dave
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With the start of 2016 just ahead, you’ve probably already started listing out a few
resolutions. Like some people, you’ve likely resolved to add more to your already full
life. Eat more healthy foods. Exercise more. Walk the dog more. Do more of this. Have
more of that. Think about it for a minute: We’re not even into 2016 yet — the old year
smell has yet to wear off — and you’re already piling on the tasks and goals.
It’s almost the beginning of a fresh, new year. Instead of packing your life and your
calendar full of things to do, places to go, and people to see, why not use this valuable
time to reevaluate a few things instead. Maybe you’ve got a closet full of half-finished
projects, or a “junk drawer” reserved for things you don’t know what to do with, or just
a cluttered living space in general. You want the new year to reflect new changes, but
you’re holding on to old things in a way that makes real change a huge challenge.
Get out from under the mess and start the new year off the right way. Clear out your
living space and truly start anew. You don’t have to overhaul your furniture and home
decor, but there tons of small ways to clean up that make a big difference. Once you’ve
cleared 2015 from your home, you’ll be all the more prepared to make 2016 the best it
can be.
Before you tear into your New Year’s resolutions, start with a short, but effective list of
items you don’t need lying around.
•

Old newspapers and unessential paper: Recycle old newspapers and magazines.
You don’t need last year’s headlines or even last month’s celebrity gossip taking up
space on your coffee table.
Why you won’t miss it: Most of the content you read in print is available online.
You’ve already read it once, so you probably won’t need to again. In the off chance
you do need to reference what you read, conduct a simple, paper-free online
search.
continued on page 2
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The Social Nightmare

Cover story continued...
•

Old linens: Ripped pot holders, torn towels, washedout wash cloths — they’re all taking up valuable space in
your kitchen and linen closet. If they’re so old you’d never
consider using them to wipe a clean plate or dry off after a
shower, it’s time for them to go.
Why you won’t miss it: Some stains and odors never wash
out. But if you can’t stand to throw them away, take them to
an animal shelter or rescue, where dirty messes are a daily
occurrence.

•

Cables, cords, and electronics: Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and
the Cloud have all made cords and cables obsolete. Get
rid of charging cords and coaxial and auxiliary cables you
aren’t using. The same goes for outdated flip phones and
smartphones. Since those shouldn’t necessarily go to the
trash heap, conduct a search for electronic retailers who will
recycle the devices. If they offer cash or in-store credit in
exchange, that’s all the better.
Why you won’t miss it: You upgraded to the smart TV and
latest iPhone for a reason. Don’t insult your new tech by
dipping into the old-technology graveyard.

The trick to clearing out your life is honesty. If you’re having
trouble deciding whether to get rid of something or keep it
around for another four years, ask yourself, “Do I really need
this?” Maybe that shirt made you happy when you bought it
impulsively, but now that it’s sitting unused and unloved, it’s
time to say goodbye. When it comes to old children’s toys and
clothes ask, “Can this make another child happy?” If so, it’s
definitely time to donate a few things to children’s hospitals and
Goodwills in the area.
The good news is the new year will still be new a few weeks from
now. If you’ve got a pile of maybe-I’ll-keep-this-around items,
hide it away for two or three weeks. If you don’t wear or use
anything from that pile in that timeframe, you probably won’t
wear or use those things ever.
With the new year comes every opportunity in the world to try
something new. Discounting the new by clinging to the old won’t
get you any closer to achieving your New Year’s resolutions.
Start clean and fresh to ensure future success!

All Systems Go!
Make Systems for Success

What You Can Do After a Bad First Impression
You’ve planned, rehearsed, and know
exactly what you want to say. You are
more than aware how critical a first
impression can be. It all happens in the
first few moments of meeting someone.
You don’t have a lot of time, and yet, so
much can occur in those precious few
seconds.

Reestablish yourself. You still have the
rest of the conversation ahead of you.
Use this time to show the other person
a different side of the “first impression
you.” If you tried to play up your sense
of humor and told a flat joke, take a
break from comedy. We all have different

Then, you meet, and during those four
seconds, you do “that thing” you hoped
to avoid. You bomb the handshake, say
something unintentionally insensitive,
make a joke in poor taste, or say the
wrong name.
What can you do to recover?
Accept it and move on. Some first
impressions don’t matter as much as
others. You must make the distinction.
You may have stumbled, but you could
still have the opportunity to get right back
up and continue with the conversation.
Remain forward-thinking and don’t dwell.

Strawberry Glazed Ham

The word “systems” seems to pop up a lot
in business management literature — and
for good reason. Systems can save your
business time, money, and heartache
when it comes to job expectations and
hiring new employees.
“Systems“ are both the interaction of positions
in a company and the way in which you
can map out a job position. For example, a
secretary in an office should be able to look
at a to-do list for every shift and every client
interaction, and know what needs to be done.
That means that any person off the street could
come sit down at the desk, look at the to-do list,
and be able to get the basics of the job done.
Now, this is going to get infinitely more complex
with highly-specialized positions, but the idea
is the same. If you replace one engineer with
another, the new hire should be able to quickly
fill the roles of the position.
The key to creating these systems is to
acknowledge that there are many moving parts
that must work together to ensure the success
of a company. Just like our heart and arteries
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Ingredients
are all essential parts of our circulatory system, each team member is a vital
part of the function of a business. Managers must treat every position in the
company like a key player in order to see how each position interacts with
the system as a whole.
Once you have the scope of each job within the company, it’s time to list
every function of that position and create lists of the best practices for each
function. This can be tedious, but it’s important to get it right. Even if one of
the tasks seems mundane or obvious, be sure to write down the best way
that it should be done. You want to start doing this as early and as often as
possible to stay on top of every little thing. Once you know how things should
run, it becomes much easier to anticipate problems and proactively create
systems for the best solution. This practice benefits incoming hires as well as
current team members, while allowing you to create clear expectations for
the position.

•

1 ham ( any size or cut)

•

⅛ teaspoon cinnamon

•

½ cup strawberry
preserves

•

⅛ teaspoon ground
cloves

•

1 tablespoon lemon
juice

personalities, and you don’t want to rely
too heavily on one aspect. Let yourself be
multidimensional.
Apologize. There are instances where
an apology may be necessary. The goal
isn’t to draw more attention to the flub,
but simply to acknowledge your mistake.
A bad joke or the wrong name deserves
a quick, “Sorry about that,” and maybe
a brief explanation, if warranted — but
refrain from making excuses. And, if you
do apologize, be succinct and move on.
Give yourself a second chance.
Remember, not every first impression is
a last impression. Even if you screw up
a first impression, you may have more
opportunities to make up for it and build a
strong relationship with the other person.
Don’t be hard on yourself. The person
on the other side knows how critical a
first impression is and may be more than
willing to look past a rocky start — but you
have to be just as willing.

Take a

Break

Directions
1.

Bake ham as desired.

2.

Combine remaining ingredients, stirring well.

3.

Spoon over ham during last 30 minutes of cooking
time.

4.

Garnish with whole strawberries, sliced and fanned, if
desired.
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